The 2021 Cohort is incredibly well traveled: you can see their adventures on the map above. Check out each Scholar and their special fact below!

- **Daisy Paredes**
  - **Major:** Anthropology
  - **Minor:** Professional Writing
  - **Involvement:** Sustainable Youth in Action gamer.

- **Jack Wegrzyn**
  - **Major:** Public Health
  - **Involvement:** Roadrunner Gaming
  - I went to state championship for varsity bowling in high school.

- **Taylor M. Helmcamp**
  - **Major:** Global Affairs
  - **Minors:** Russian; Linguistics
  - **Involvement:** Students+Startups Intern
  - I can sing opera!

- **Edgar Garza**
  - **Major:** Kinesiology
  - **Minor:** Biology
  - **Involvement:** Pre-Medical Society
  - I am a sneaker head with a small number of shoes.

- **Kurt Johnson**
  - **Major:** Mechanical Engineering
  - **Minor:** Business Administration
  - **Involvement:** Intramural Softball
  - I can spin anything frisbee-shaped on my finger.

- **Caitly Pace**
  - **Major:** Mechanical Engineering
  - **Minor:** Business Administration
  - **Involvement:** Intramural Softball
  - I can spin anything frisbee-shaped on my finger.

- **Christian Strong**
  - **Major:** Chemical Engineering
  - **Involvement:** MIT Research Program
  - Very good at CUWA: coming up with acronyms.

- **Natalie Malluru**
  - **Major:** Public Health
  - **Minors:** Computer Science; Biology
  - **Involvement:** UTSA Meal Share Program
  - I can type the alphabet in less than 3 seconds.

- **Ileen Montemayor**
  - **Majors:** Sociology; Politics and Law
  - **Minor:** Civic Engagement
  - **Involvement:** PERIOD at UTSA
  - Expert at never measuring when cooking: food turns out great.

- **Amber Chin**
  - **Majors:** Psychology; English
  - **Minors:** Statistics
  - **Involvement:** NISD Tutor
  - Can talk to snakes.
The 2022 Cohort has a variety of different academic interests, but they can all agree on one thing: Pokemon. Learn more about the 2022 Scholars below, and check out their favorite Pokemon above!
The 2023 Cohort is truly out of this world! Check out each scholar's zodiac sign above and their interesting facts or secret talents below!

**Grace Johnson**
- **Major:** Cyber Security
- **Minor:** Intelligence and Security Studies
- **Involvement:** Global Intelligence Assoc.
  - I have an identical twin sister but have my own birthday!

**Ethan Schneider**
- **Major:** Cyber Security
- **Minor:** Computer Science
- **Involvement:** UTSA Cyber Ops
  - Secret Talent: Eating Chick Fil A every day

**Kathryn Wilson**
- **Major:** Global Affairs
- **Minors:** Psychology; Intelligence & Security Studies
- **Involvement:** Model United Nations
  - Bone breaking (it's a dance thing apparently)

**Dylan Watson**
- **Major:** Physics
- **Involvement:** Extreme Environments Materials Laboratory
  - I know where to find fossils and cool rocks around campus.

**Madeline Morales**
- **Major:** Environmental Science
- **Minor:** Computer Science
- **Involvement:** Ichthyology lab
  - I love to crochet and recently make rugs!

**Vikti Mehta**
- **Major:** Finance
- **Involvement:** Studies on LGBTQ+ healthcare discrimination
  - My great grandfather worked with Mahatma Gandhi!

**Emily Green**
- **Major:** History; Global Affairs
- **Involvement:** The Project Dedicated to Women in War
  - I like to make Bob Ross paintings!

**Yohannes Akiel**
- **Major:** Biomedical Engineering
- **Minor:** Computer Science
- **Involvement:** Bone Tissue Engineering Lab
  - Secret Talent: Speed Card Game

**Tristan Pepper**
- **Major:** Biomedical Engineering
- **Minor:** Civic Engagement
- **Involvement:** STEMulate, nonprofit organization
  - I can touch my tongue to my nose.

**Abraham Chapa**
- **Major:** Real Estate Finance and Development; Accounting
- **Involvement:** Investment Society
  - I almost won a $10,000 video game tournament in middle school.
2024 Cohort

The 2024 Cohort loves playing "Among Us!" Check out each scholar's go-to crewmate color above and interesting facts or secret talents below. Can you spot the Imposter?

Sofi Cavenaile
Major: Biology
Involvement: Molecular Exercise Kinesiology lab
I used to do triathlons!

Madeline Aguilar
Major: Global Affairs
Minor: Non-profit management; Spanish
Involvement: Democratic Party at UTSA
I can make Spaghetti with Ramen.

Tejas Narayanan
Major: Chemical Engineering
Minor: Computer Science
Involvement: Power and Energy Society
I have over 300 bags of tea in my dorm! In more than 14 varieties!

Marissa Coppin
Major: Biology
Minor: Psychology
Involvement: Epilepsy Lab
There was only a 10% chance of me surviving before birth!

Margot Duque
Major: Communications
Minor: French
Involvement: The Green Society
I've developed an original recipe.

Randi Sharif
Majors: Physics; Politics & Law
Minor: Astronomy; Astrophysics
Involvement: VOICES; PERIOD
Secret Talent: Nail Art

Alexis Ho
Major: Biology
Involvement: Lyme Disease Lab
I was left handed when I was younger but switched to my dominant right hand in Kindergarten.

Swapomti Surampudi
Major: Computer Science
Involvement: Rowdy Chess Club; UTSA Art Society
I like making video games!

Jesse Guillen
Major: Electrical Engineering; Computer Science
Involvement: Robotics Automation Society
I'm a two-time National Chess Champion!

William Hughes
Major: Physics
Involvement: Japanese Student Association
I can "clap" using only one hand.